
Our growing company is hiring for a problem analyst. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for problem analyst

Effectively troubleshoot, monitor, and analyze bugs within EAN API products
and services
Establish and promote bug priorities to Product teams
Create, maintain and publish up-to-date Problem Support documentation
Frequently track and distribute Problem Support metrics and status updates
Conduct formal CCB root cause reviews for Priority 1/Severity 3 issues
meaningful requests from other lines of business for Non-Priority 1 issues
Conducts activity to restore service of critical incidents by reacting with
ownership and urgency, leading cross-functional teams of to diagnose,
troubleshoot and resolve service impacting incidents.Facilitating meetings
and bridge calls
Facilitates Root Cause Analysis (RCA) process to identify causes of critical
incidents by leading and participating in post mortem efforts for outages
Has direct responsibility for completion of technical support deliverables
defined in the project plan
Needs to maintain close relations with third parties, like vendors, to be able
to monitor progress of reported problems, known caveats, newly available
features, software upgrades and hardware products
Manage the incident and problem management process for ExtWeb

Qualifications for problem analyst

Example of Problem Analyst Job Description
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Proactive and able to drive ad-hoc and virtual teams for problem resolution
Experience with root cause analysis and understanding of application
architecture (i.e., web tier, server tier, service tier, back end)
Participate in Incident management activities as required by interacting with
internal teams (ITS, TS LOB and TES) areas and external service providers to
quickly assume responsibility for problem management once normal service is
restored
Initiate actions to fix potential interruptions to service identified during
proactive and trending analysis, , actions to fix interruptions to service caused
by errors/faults within TS, TS, EETS impacting EETS Core Services


